2002 Water Quality Inventory Stream Flow Types and Information Used to Determine the Dissolved Oxygen Criteria by Texas National Resource Conservation Commission
This report shows the stream flow types that TCEQ staff have assigned to unclassified water bodies assessed in the year 2002, the dissolved oxygen 
criteria used in the assessment, and the source of the information.
2002 Water Quality Inventory Stream Flow Types and Information Used to Determine the Dissolved Oxygen Criteria 
(October 1, 2002)
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0101A Dixon Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
0101B Rock Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedLower 6 miles perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Not Assessed
0101B Rock Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedUpper 1 mile intermittent 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
0102A Big Blue Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Local WQ expert3.0 Fully Supporting
0103A East Amarillo Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Previous assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
0103B Punta De Agua Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateLower 25 miles of water body intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0103B Punta De Agua Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateRemainder of water body intermittent w/
pools
Flow DataNot Assessed
0199A Palo Duro Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Fully Supporting
0201A Mud Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
0202A Bois D' Arc Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateLower 25 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0202A Bois D' Arc Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateRemainder of water body perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
0202C Pecan Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Not Assessed
0202D Pine Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire water body intermittent 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0202E Post Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0202F Choctaw Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
0203A Big Mineral Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body intermittent 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
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0204B Moss Lake (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
0206A Groesbeck Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
0207A Buck Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0207A Buck Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of creek perennial Flow DataNot Assessed
0214A Beaver Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0214A Beaver Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 23 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0214B Buffalo Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0214C Holliday Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0218A Middle Fork Wichita River
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 30 miles of water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Not Supporting
0218A Middle Fork Wichita River
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow DataNot Assessed
0219A Holliday Creek above
Lake Wichita (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0222A Lelia Lake Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0229A Lake Tanglewood
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0230A Paradise Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles of water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Not Assessed
0230A Paradise Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow DataNot Assessed
0299A Sweetwater Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
0299A Sweetwater Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of creek perennial Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0303A Big Creek Lake
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire segment reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
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0303B White Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
0303B White Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighMiddle 25 miles near Hwy 271 perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
0303B White Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of segment perennial Flow SurveyNot Assessed
0303B White Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 25 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
0304B Cowhorn Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Local WQ expert3.0 Fully Supporting
0307A Middle Sulphur River
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 Flow Data1.5 Fully Supporting
0401A Harrison Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedLower 5 miles intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
0401A Harrison Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedMiddle 3 miles near Bill
Coleman Road
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
0401A Harrison Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedMiddle 3 miles near FM 134 intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
0401A Harrison Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedUpper 5 miles intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
0401B Kitchen Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Not Assessed
0402A Black Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateLower 15 miles of water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0402A Black Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateMiddle 1 mile, Pruitt Lake perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Partially Supporting
0402A Black Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateMiddle 13 miles near FM 250 perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0402A Black Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateMiddle 17 miles near CR 1617 perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0402A Black Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateUpper 10 miles of water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0402C Haggerty Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire segment perennial 3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Not Assessed
0402D Lake Daingerfield
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
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0404A Ellison Creek Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
0404B Tankersley Creek
(unclassified water body)
High3 miles below Tankersley Lake perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0404B Tankersley Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 3 miles perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0404B Tankersley Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighMiddle 2 miles near FM 127 perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0404C Hart Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0404D Welsh Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire segment reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0404I Boggy Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire segment intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D2.0 Not Assessed
0404J Prairie Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire segment intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Not Assessed
0404K Walkers Creek
 (unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey1.5 Not Assessed
0407B Frazier Creek
 (unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow SurveyNot Assessed
0407B Frazier Creek
 (unclassified water body)
HighUpper 25 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
0408A Lake Monticello
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0409A Lilly Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire segment intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
0501B Little Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
High0.3 mile upstream to 0.5 mile
downstream of Bear Path Road
perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
0501B Little Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 4.2 miles of bayou perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
0501B Little Cypress Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 3.2 miles of bayou perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
0502A Nichols Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedLower 25 miles of creek intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data, Flow Sev Data2.0 Not Supporting
0502A Nichols Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedUpper 6.5 miles of creek intermittent w/
pools
Flow Data, Flow Sev DataNot Assessed
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0504C Palo Gaucho Bayou
 (unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Partially Supporting
0505B Grace Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateLower 1.7 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0505B Grace Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateUpper 12.3 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0505D Rabbit Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateLower 5.7 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0505D Rabbit Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateMiddle 2.7 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0505D Rabbit Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateUpper 21 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0505E Brandy Branch Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0505F Martin Creek Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0505G Wards Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Appendix D3.0 Partially Supporting
0506A Harris Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0506G Little White Oak Creek
 (unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data, Flow Sev Data3.0 Not Assessed
0507A Cowleech Fork Sabine
River (unclassified water
body)
MinimalLower 10 miles, downstream of
Long Branch confluence
perennial 2.0 TNRCC Standards Team1.0 Fully Supporting
0507A Cowleech Fork Sabine
River (unclassified water
body)
MinimalUpper 20 miles, upstream of
Long Branch confluence
intermittent 2.0 TNRCC Standards Team1.0 Fully Supporting
0507B Long Branch (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire creek intermittent 2.0 TNRCC Standards team1.0 Not Assessed
0508A Adams Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
LimitedEntire bayou above tidal intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data, Flow Sev Data2.0 Fully Supporting
0508B Gum Gully (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire creek intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data, Flow Sev Data2.0 Not Assessed
0508C Hudson Gully
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Not Supporting
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0511A Cow Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
LimitedLower 5.3 miles of above-tidal
reach
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Sev, RA pers.comm.2.0 Fully Supporting
0511A Cow Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
LimitedUpper 5.3 miles of above-tidal
reach
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Sev, RA pers.comm.2.0 Partially Supporting
0511B Coon Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire tidal reach tidal 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Partially Supporting
0511C Cole Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire tidal reach tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
0511E Terry Gully (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Flow Survey,Flow Sev
Data
3.0 Fully Supporting
0512A Running Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Flow Data, Flow Sev, Surv3.0 Fully Supporting
0512B Elm Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire creek intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data2.0 Fully Supporting
0601A Star Lake Canal
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body tidal 3.0 Presumption2.0 Fully Supporting
0602A Booger Branch
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Not Supporting
0603A Sandy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 11.5 miles perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0603A Sandy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 11.5 miles perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0603B Wolf Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
0604A Cedar Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateLower area downstream of FM
2497
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0604A Cedar Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateUpper area upstream of FM 2497 perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0604B Hurricane Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateLower 2 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0604B Hurricane Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateUpper 2 miles perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0604C Jack Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 8 miles perennial 5.0 RWA3.0 Fully Supporting
0604C Jack Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 8 miles perennial 5.0 RWA3.0 Fully Supporting
0604D Piney Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
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0604D Piney Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 25 miles perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0604H One Eye Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire length perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0604M Biloxi Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire creek intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Presumption2.0 Fully Supporting
0604N Buck Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedLower 13.6 miles near FM 1818 intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Presumption2.0 Fully Supporting
0604N Buck Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedUpper 9 miles near US 69 intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Presumption2.0 Fully Supporting
0604T Lake Ratcliff (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir presumption-reservoirNot Assessed
0605A Kickapoo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedDownstream of FM 1803 intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Previous Assessment2.0 Fully Supporting
0605A Kickapoo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom CR 3514 to CR 3806 intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Previous Assessment2.0 Not Assessed
0605A Kickapoo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom CR 3806 to FM 1881 intermittent w/
pools
Previous AssessmentNot Assessed
0605A Kickapoo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom FM 1881 to headwaters intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Previous Assessment2.0 Not Assessed
0606A Prairie Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 4 miles perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0606A Prairie Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 9 miles perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0607A Boggy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0607B Little Pine Island Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Partially Supporting
0607B Little Pine Island Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 25 miles perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0607C Willow Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0608A Beech Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 20 miles of water body perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0608A Beech Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 19 miles of water body perennial PresumptionNot Assessed
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0608B Big Sandy Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 30 miles downstream of
US 190
perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0608B Big Sandy Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 16.9 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0608C Cypress Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0608D Hickory Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0608E Mill Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0608F Turkey Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0608F Turkey Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 16.6 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0608G Lake Kimball
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0610A Ayish Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighLower portion downstream of US
96
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0610A Ayish Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighMiddle portion from US 96 to SH
21
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0610A Ayish Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper portion from SH 21 to
headwaters
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0611A East Fork Angelina River
(unclassified water body)
HighConfluence with Grassy Lake
area
perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0611A East Fork Angelina River
(unclassified water body)
HighCounty road near Happy Valley
to Wotten Creek
perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0611A East Fork Angelina River
(unclassified water body)
HighGrassy Lake area to county road
near Happy Valley
perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0611A East Fork Angelina River
(unclassified water body)
HighWotten Creek to headwaters perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0611B La Nana Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateMouth to unimproved road near
FM 3228/1275
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0611B La Nana Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateSH 7 to headwaters perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0611B La Nana Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateUnimproved road near FM
3228/1275 to SH 7
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0611C Mud Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower portion of water body perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
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0611C Mud Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper portion of water body perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0611D West Mud Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedMouth to US 69 perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
0611D West Mud Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedUS 69 to headwaters perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Not Assessed
0611H Ragsdale Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0611Q Lake Nacogdoches
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0612B Waffelow Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower portion downstream of CR
234
perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0612B Waffelow Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper portion upstream of CR
234
perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0612C Pinkston Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0615A Papermill Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalLower 9 miles intermittent 2.0 RWA1.5 Fully Supporting
0701D Shallow Prong Lake
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body reservoir 5.0 Presumption3.0 Not Assessed
0702A Alligator Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Not Supporting
0704A Willow Marsh Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0704B Kidd Gully (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0704C Pevitot Gully
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey; LNVA2.0 Not Assessed
0803A Harmon Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0804F Tehuacana Creek
(unclassified water body)
Limited12 miles upstream to 13 miles
downstream of US 75
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey, Flow Data2.0 Fully Supporting
0804F Tehuacana Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedRemainder of segment intermittent w/
pools
PresumptionNot Assessed
0806A Fosdic Lake (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0806B Echo Lake (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
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0815A Waxahachie Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire creek perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0820C Muddy Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Presumption3.0 Fully Supporting
0821A Pilot Grove Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire creek perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
0821B Sister Grove Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0823A Little Elm Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire creek perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0823B Stewart Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Flow Data, Flow Sev Data3.0 Not Assessed
0823C Clear Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
0823C Clear Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 40 miles of segment perennial Flow DataNot Assessed
0826A Denton Creek
(unclassified water body)
High15.7 miles upstream to 7.4 miles
down stream of FM 156
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0826A Denton Creek
(unclassified water body)
High9.3 miles upstream to 15.7 miles
downstream of Greenwood Rd.
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
0826A Denton Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 7.9 miles of creek perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
0826A Denton Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 20.8 miles of creek perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
0828A Village Creek LimitedFrom Lake Arlington to the
headwaters
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data2.0 Fully Supporting
0829A Lake Como (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
0840A Unnamed tributary of
Jordan Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire creek intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data2.0 Fully Supporting
0841A Mountain Creek Lake
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
1002B Luce Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom confluence with Tarkington
Bayou to upstream of Key Gully
perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1002B Luce Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighUpstream of Key Gully to
confluence with Lake Houston
perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
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1002B Luce Bayou (unclassified
water body)
MinimalFrom FM 1008 to confluence
with Tarkington Bayou
intermittent Default MinimalNot Assessed
1006D Halls Bayou Below US 59
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom Hirsch Road to Homestead
Road
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1006D Halls Bayou Below US 59
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom US 59 to Hirsch Road perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1006D Halls Bayou Below US 59
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateHomestead Road to Tidwell
Road
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1006D Halls Bayou Below US 59
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateTidwell Road to confluence with
Greens Bayou
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1006E Halls Bayou Above US 59
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire stream reach perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1006F Big Gulch Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1006H Spring Gully Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1006I Unnamed Tributary of
Halls Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom Woodlynn Drive to
confluence with Halls Bayou
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1006I Unnamed Tributary of
Halls Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom headwaters to Woodlynn
Drive
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1006J Unnamed Tributary of
Halls Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007B Brays Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire stream perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1007C Keegans Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
LimitedFrom Harris County line to
confluence with Brays Bayou
perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1007C Keegans Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
MinimalFrom FM 1464 to Harris County
line
intermittent Appendix D tribNot Assessed
1007D Sims Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire stream perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1007E Willow Waterhole Bayou
Above Tidal (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire stream perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
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1007F Berry Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
Limited1.5 miles upstream from
confluence with Sims Bayou to
SH 3
perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1007G Kuhlman Gully Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007H Pine Gully Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1007I Plum Creek Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1007K Country Club Bayou
Above Tidal (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom North Wayside Drive to the
confluence with Brays Bayou
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1007K Country Club Bayou
Above Tidal (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom the headwaters to North
Wayside Drive
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Partially Supporting
1007L Unnamed Non-Tidal
Tributary of Brays Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire perennial portion of
stream
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007M Unnamed Non-Tidal
Tributary of Hunting
Bayou (unclassified water
body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007N Unnamed Non-Tidal
Tributary of Sims Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007O Unnamed Non-Tidal
Tributary of Buffalo
Bayou (unclassified water
body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1007P Brays Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Alief Clodine Road to SH 6 perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007Q Sims Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom South Post Oak to Tiffany
Drive
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007Q Sims Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Tiffany Drive to Hiram
Creek
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007Q Sims Bayou Above Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom just south of West Orem
Road to South Post Oak
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data4.0 Partially Supporting
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1007R Hunting Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
HighFrom Bains Street to Sayers
Street (South Fork)
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1007R Hunting Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
HighFrom Falls Street to Loop 610
 (South of US 90A)
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1007R Hunting Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
HighFrom Loop 610 to IH 10 perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1008B Upper Panther Branch
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom 0.13 mile downstream of
Gosling Road to confluence with
Lake Woodlands
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1008B Upper Panther Branch
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom confluence with Bear
Branch to 0.13 mile downstream
of Gosling Road
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1008C Lower Panther Branch
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire stream perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1008E Bear Branch (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire stream intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D trib2.0 Fully Supporting
1008F Lake Woodlands
(unclassified water body)
HighArm near dam adjacent to West
Isle Drive and Pleasure Cove
Drive
reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1008F Lake Woodlands
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom inflow of unnamed
tributary to dam
reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1008F Lake Woodlands
(unclassified water body)
HighNorthshore Park/Woodlock Forest
to inflow from unnamed tributary
reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1008F Lake Woodlands
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper end of segment to
Northshore Park/Woodlock Forest
reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1008G Upper Panther Branch
above Bear Branch
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire reach intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D trib2.0 Fully Supporting
1013A Little White Oak Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom RR tracks north of IH 610 to
Trimble St
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Partially Supporting
1013A Little White Oak Bayou
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom Trimble St to confluence
with White Oak Bayou
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1013C Unnamed Non-Tidal
Tributary of Buffalo
Bayou Tidal (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
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1014H South Mayde Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire stream perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1014K Turkey Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire stream perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1014M Neimans Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1014N Rummel Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1014O Spring Branch
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1016A Garners Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Williams Gully confluence
to confluence with Greens Bayou
perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1016A Garners Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom a point adjacent to Vegas
Road to Williams Gully
confluence
perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1016A Garners Bayou
(unclassified water body)
MinimalFrom headwaters to a point
adjacent to Vegas Road
intermittent Appendix D tribNot Assessed
1016B Unnamed Tributary of
Greens Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1016C Unnamed Tributary of
Greens Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1016D Unnamed Tributary of
Greens Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Partially Supporting
1017A Brickhouse Gully/Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire stream perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1017B Cole Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedFrom Flintlock Street to
confluence with White Oak
Bayou
perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1017B Cole Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalFrom south of Beltway 8 to
Flintlock Street
intermittent Appendix D tribNot Assessed
1017D Unnamed Tributary of
White Oak Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Not Supporting
1017E Unnamed Tributary of
White Oak Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Flow Severity Data3.0 Fully Supporting
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1101B Chigger Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFM 528 to the confluence with
Clear Creek
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Severity Data2.0 Fully Supporting
1101B Chigger Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom the headwaters to FM 528 intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Severity Data2.0 Fully Supporting
1102A Cowart Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire stream intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1102B Mary's Creek/ North Fork
Mary's Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire stream perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1103A Bensons Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
1103B Bordens Gully
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
1103C Geisler Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
1103D Gum Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire stream tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
1113A Armand Bayou Above
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
HighEntire stream perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Not Assessed
1202H Allen's Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1202I Bessie's Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighDownstream portion of water
body
perennial Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1202I Bessie's Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpstream portion of water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
1202J Big Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalDownstream portion of water
body
intermittent Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1202J Big Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalUpstream portion of water body
to Whaley-Longpoint Road
intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey1.5 Fully Supporting
1202K Mill Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighDownstream portion of creek to
confluence with Brazos River
perennial 5.0 BRA comment3.0 Not Assessed
1202K Mill Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpstream portion of creek to SH
36
perennial 5.0 BRA comment3.0 Fully Supporting
1203A Steele Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial Default HighNot Assessed
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1206D Palo Pinto Creek below
Palo Pinto Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
1209A Country Club Lake
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1209B Fin Feather Lake
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire lake reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1209C Carters Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1209D Country Club Branch
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 TNRCC/Regional input3.0 Not Assessed
1209G Cedar Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey; BRA3.0 Fully Supporting
1209H Duck Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom FM 2096 to Twin Oak
Reservoir dam
perennial 5.0 Default High3.0 Fully Supporting
1209H Duck Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom the lower end of the creek
to FM 2096
perennial 5.0 Flow Survey; BRA3.0 Fully Supporting
1209I Gibbons Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom confluence with Dry Creek
to SH 90
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey; BRA2.0 Not Supporting
1209I Gibbons Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom lower end to confluence
with Dry Creek
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey; BRA2.0 Fully Supporting
1209J Shepherd Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey; BRA1.5 Not Assessed
1209K Steele Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalLower 25 miles intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey; BRA1.5 Fully Supporting
1209K Steele Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalRemainder of water body intermittent Flow Survey; BRANot Assessed
1210A Navasota River above
Lake Mexia (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey; BRA1.5 Fully Supporting
1211A Davidson Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateRemainder of creek intermittent w/
pools
Appendix DNot Assessed
1211A Davidson Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateUpper 25 miles intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1212A Middle Yegua Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Survey; BRA3.0 Fully Supporting
1212A Middle Yegua Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow Survey; BRANot Assessed
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1212B East Yegua Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Survey- BRA3.0 Fully Supporting
1212B East Yegua Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 16.8 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Survey- BRA3.0 Not Assessed
1217A Rocky Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire creek intermittent w/
pools
3.0 BRA Info.2.0 Fully Supporting
1217B Sulphur Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1217C Simms Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey; BRA3.0 Fully Supporting
1220A Cowhouse Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedDownstream portion of water
body
intermittent w/
pools
Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1220A Cowhouse Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedMiddle portion of water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1220A Cowhouse Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedUpstream portion of water body intermittent w/
pools
Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1221A Resley Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TNRCC/Regional input1.5 Not Assessed
1221B South Leon River
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 BRA comment3.0 Fully Supporting
1222A Duncan Creek
 (unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire creek intermittent 2.0 BRA comment letter1.5 Not Assessed
1222B Rush-Copperas Creek
 (unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 BRA comment3.0 Fully Supporting
1222C Sabana River
(unclassified water body)
HighDownstream portion of river perennial Default HighNot Assessed
1222C Sabana River
(unclassified water body)
HighUpstream portion of river perennial Default HighNot Assessed
1225A Hog Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedLower 21.1 miles intermittent w/
pools
3.0 TIAER Comment2.0 Fully Supporting
1225A Hog Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedUpper 24.2 miles intermittent w/
pools
TIAER CommentNot Assessed
1226A Duffau Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
1226B Green Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 TIAER Comment2.0 Fully Supporting
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1226C Meridian Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 TIAER Comment2.0 Fully Supporting
1226D Neils Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 TIAER Comment2.0 Fully Supporting
1226E Indian Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER Comment1.5 Fully Supporting
1226F Sims Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER Comment1.5 Fully Supporting
1226G Spring Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER consult1.5 Fully Supporting
1232A California Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighMiddle 25 miles near RR 142 perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
1232A California Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Previous AssessmentNot Assessed
1232B Deadman Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalLower 25 miles intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey1.5 Not Assessed
1232B Deadman Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalUpper 6 miles intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey1.5 Fully Supporting
1240A White River above White
River Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
MinimalLower 25 miles intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey1.5 Not Assessed
1240A White River above White
River Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
MinimalRemainder of segment intermittent Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1241A North Fork Double
Mountain Fork Brazos
River (unclassified water
body)
Limited25 miles near SH 400 perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Not Assessed
1241A North Fork Double
Mountain Fork Brazos
River (unclassified water
body)
LimitedRemainder of segment perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
1241A North Fork Double
Mountain Fork Brazos
River (unclassified water
body)
LimitedUpper 3 miles perennial 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1242A Marlin City Lake System
(unclassified water body)
HighNew Marlin City Lake reservoir 5.0 PWS3.0 Not Assessed
1242A Marlin City Lake System
(unclassified water body)
HighOld Marlin City Lake reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
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1242D Thompson Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateDownstream portion of water
body
intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1242D Thompson Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateUpstream portion of water body intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Appendix D3.0 Partially Supporting
1242E Little Brazos River
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 16 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
1242E Little Brazos River
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 51 miles perennial Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1242F Pond Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1242I Campbells Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 Flow Severity Data1.5 Fully Supporting
1242J Deer Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Severity Data2.0 Fully Supporting
1242K Mud Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1242L Pin Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1242M Spring Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1242N Tehuacana Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedDownstream portion of water
body
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1242N Tehuacana Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedUpstream portion of water body intermittent w/
pools
Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1242O Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
1242P Big Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalLower 8.0 miles intermittent Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1242P Big Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalUpper 33.5 miles intermittent 2.0 Flow Survey1.5 Fully Supporting
1244A Brushy Creek Above
South Brushy Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire segment perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1246D Tonk Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER consult1.5 Fully Supporting
1246E Wasp Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER consult1.5 Fully Supporting
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1247A Willis Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey; BRA3.0 Fully Supporting
1248A Berry Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1248B Huddleston Branch
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reach perennial 5.0 TNRCC/Regional input3.0 Not Assessed
1248C Mankins Branch
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 2.5 miles perennial 5.0 TNRCC/Regional input3.0 Not Assessed
1248C Mankins Branch
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper 2.5 miles perennial 5.0 TSWQS 307.4(h)(l)3.0 Not Assessed
1255A Goose Branch
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER Comment1.5 Fully Supporting
1255B North Fork Upper North
Bosque River
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER consult1.5 Fully Supporting
1255C Scarborough Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER Comment1.5 Fully Supporting
1255D South Fork North Bosque
River (unclassified water
body)
MinimalDownstream portion of water
body
intermittent 2.0 TIAER Comment1.5 Fully Supporting
1255D South Fork North Bosque
River (unclassified water
body)
MinimalUpstream portion of water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER Comment1.5 Fully Supporting
1255E Unnamed tributary of
Goose Branch
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER Input1.5 Fully Supporting
1255F Unnamed tributary of
Scarborough Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER consult1.5 Fully Supporting
1255G Woodhollow Branch
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 TIAER consult1.5 Fully Supporting
1256A Aquilla Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1304A Linnville Bayou
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1402A Cummins Creek
(unclassified water body)
ExceptionalLower 25 miles of water body perennial 6.0 Appendix D4.0 Not Supporting
1402A Cummins Creek
(unclassified water body)
ExceptionalRemainder of water body perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
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1402C Buckners Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1402F Blue Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body intermittent 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
1402G Fayette Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighMid-lake near dam reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Fully Supporting
1402G Fayette Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighNear discharge canal reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Fully Supporting
1402G Fayette Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighNear intake canal reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Fully Supporting
1402H Skull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Not Assessed
1402H Skull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow DataNot Assessed
1403A Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom downstream xing Loop 360
to most downstream xing
Spicewood Springs Rd.
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1403A Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom most downstream xing to
most upstream xing of
Spicewood Springs Rd.
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Not Supporting
1403A Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom the confl. of W Bull Creek
to the most downstream xing of
Loop 360
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1403A Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom the confluence with Lake
Austin to the confluence of West
Bull Creek
perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment,
CoA
3.0 Fully Supporting
1403A Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalFrom the most upstream xing of
Spicewood Springs Rd. to the
end of segment
intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1403B West Bull Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
1403C Cow Fork Bull Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
1403D Barrow Preserve Tributary
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1403E Stillhouse Hollow
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
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1403F Unnamed Tributary to
Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1403G Tanglewood Tributary to
Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1403H Unnamed Tributary to
Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1403I Unnamed Tributary to
Bull Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1403J Spicewood Tributary to
Shoal Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1403K Taylor Slough South
(unclassified water body)
--Entire water body perennial not assessed - ALUNot Assessed
1403L Unnamed Tributary to
Lake Austin (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1403M Turkey Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1403N Panther Hollow Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1403O Cuernavaca Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1403P Bee Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent City of AustinNot Assessed
1403Q Bear Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1403R Unnamed tributary to
Lake Austin (unclassified
water body)
--Entire water body intermittent City of AustinNot Assessed
1404A Hamilton Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire segment perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1404B Cow Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
1404C Long Hollow Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
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1406A Sandy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles of segment perennial 5.0 Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1406A Sandy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of segment perennial Flow DataNot Assessed
1412A Lake Colorado City
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire segment reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1412B Beals Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedLower 25 miles intermittent 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1412B Beals Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedMiddle portion of water body intermittent 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1412B Beals Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedUpper end of water body intermittent 3.0 Appendix D2.0 Fully Supporting
1412C Deep Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1414B Cypress Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire creek perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
1414C Live Oak Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
1414D Miller Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body intermittent 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
1415A Johnson Fork Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1416A Brady Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateLower end of creek to one mile
below FM 714
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1416A Brady Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateRemainder of water body intermittent 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1418A Hords Creek (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire water body perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1418B Jim Ned Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateLower 25 miles of creek intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Flow Data3.0 Not Assessed
1418B Jim Ned Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateRemainder of water body intermittent w/
pools
Flow DataNot Assessed
1421A Dry Hollow Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
1421B Kickapoo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedLower 25 miles of creek intermittent 3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Fully Supporting
1421B Kickapoo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedRemainder of water body intermittent Flow SurveyNot Assessed
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1421C Lipan Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedLower 25 miles of creek intermittent 3.0 Flow Survey2.0 Not Assessed
1421C Lipan Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedRemainder of creek intermittent Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1421D Little Concho River
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire segment perennial 3.0 Flow Data1.0 Fully Supporting
1423A Spring Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles of creek perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Fully Supporting
1423A Spring Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1423B Dove Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles perennial 5.0 Flow Survey3.0 Not Assessed
1423B Dove Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Flow SurveyNot Assessed
1425A North Concho River
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateLower end of water body to
Sterling County line
intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Flow Data3.0 Not Assessed
1425A North Concho River
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateRemainder of water body intermittent w/
pools
Flow DataNot Assessed
1425A North Concho River
(unclassified water body)
LimitedSH 163 to US 87 intermittent 3.0 Flow Data2.0 Not Assessed
1425A North Concho River
(unclassified water body)
LimitedSterling County line to SH 163 intermittent 3.0 Flow Data2.0 Not Assessed
1426A Oak Creek Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire segment reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
1426B Elm Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom the confluence to the dam
south of US 67
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1426B Elm Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 21 miles of water body intermittent 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1427A Slaughter Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Supporting
1427B Williamson Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
1427C Bear Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body intermittent Previous AssessmentNot Assessed
1427D Boggy Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1427E Marble Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
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1427F Rinard Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1427G Unnamed Tributary to
Slaughter Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1428A Boggy Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 CoA1.5 Not Assessed
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom FM 969 upstream to
Loyola Lane
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Interstate 35 upstream to
Lamar Blvd.
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Lamar Blvd. upstream to
Loop 1
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Loyola Lane upstream to
Manor Road
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Manor Road upstream to
Sprinkle Road
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Sprinkle Road upstream to
Interstate 35
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Not Assessed
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom the Colorado River
upstream to FM 969
perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment,
CoA
3.0 Fully Supporting
1428B Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom Loop 1 to railroad tracks
west of Loop 1
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Not Assessed
1428C Gilleland Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Cameron Road to the
spring source
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1428C Gilleland Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Old Highway 20 to
Cameron Road
intermittent w/
pools
5.0 Appendix D,City of Austin3.0 Not Assessed
1428C Gilleland Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Taylor Lane upstream to
Old Highway 20
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1428C Gilleland Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom the Colorado River
upstream to Taylor Lane
perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1428D Little Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Walnut Creek upstream to
US 183
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Not Assessed
1428D Little Walnut Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom Hwy. 183 to a point west of
Lamar Blvd.
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Not Assessed
1428E Fort Branch Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
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1428F Tannehill Branch Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom Boggy Creek upstream to
Martin Luther King Blvd.
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Not Assessed
1428F Tannehill Branch Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalFrom Martin Luther King Blvd.
upstream to Bartholomew Park
intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1428G Wells Branch
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom Walnut Creek upstream to
Howard Lane
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Not Assessed
1428G Wells Branch
(unclassified water body)
MinimalFrom Howard Lane to Bratton
Lane Park
intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1428H Carson Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1428I Decker Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1428J Harris Branch
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
1429A Shoal Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 CoA, BPJ1.5 Fully Supporting
1429B Eanes Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1429C Waller Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom the confluence with Town
Lake to East MLK Blvd.
perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Not Supporting
1429C Waller Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedFrom East MLK Blvd. to East
41st Street
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
1429C Waller Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalUpper portion of creek intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1429D East Bouldin Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1429E West Bouldin Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent City of AustinFully Supporting
1429F Blunn Creek (unclassified
water body)
LimitedFrom the confluence with Town
Lake upstream to East Mary
Street
intermittent w/
pools
City of AustinFully Supporting
1429F Blunn Creek (unclassified
water body)
MinimalFrom East Mary Street to SH 71 intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1429G Harper's Branch
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
1429H Johnson Creek
(unclassified water body)
MinimalEntire water body intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Not Assessed
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1430A Barton Springs
(unclassified water body)
HighBarton Springs Pool perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Fully Supporting
1430B Tributaries to Barton
Creek (unclassified water
bodies)
HighLittle Barton Creek perennial 5.0 City of Austin3.0 Not Assessed
1430B Tributaries to Barton
Creek (unclassified water
bodies)
LimitedTributaries entering Barton Cr
from Hays Co Line to CR 169
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Fully Supporting
1430B Tributaries to Barton
Creek (unclassified water
bodies)
LimitedTributaries entering Barton Cr
from SH 71 upstream to the Hays
Co Line
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 City of Austin2.0 Not Assessed
1430B Tributaries to Barton
Creek (unclassified water
bodies)
MinimalTributaries entering Barton Cr
from a point 2 mi upstream of
Loop 1 to SH71
intermittent 2.0 City of Austin1.5 Fully Supporting
1434B Cedar Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1434C Lake Bastrop (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of lake reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Fully Supporting
1434C Lake Bastrop (unclassified
water body)
HighSouth arm of lake reservoir 5.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Fully Supporting
1601A Catfish Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
1601B Redfish Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
1604A East Mustang Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
4.0 Appendix D3.0 Fully Supporting
1604B West Mustang Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
1604C Sandy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 22 miles perennial Previous AssessmentNot Assessed
1604C Sandy Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 15 miles perennial 5.0 Previous Assessment3.0 Fully Supporting
1803A Elm Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 RA Flow Data3.0 Not Assessed
1803B Sandies Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom the confluence with Elm
Creek to upper end of water body
perennial 5.0 RA Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
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1803B Sandies Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom the confluence with the
Guadalupe River to the
confluence with Elm Ck.
perennial 5.0 RA Flow Data3.0 Fully Supporting
1803C Peach Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles of water body perennial 5.0 Default High3.0 Fully Supporting
1803C Peach Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of water body perennial Default HighNot Assessed
1804A Geronimo Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 Stds team, RA flow data3.0 Fully Supporting
1806A Camp Meeting Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
Previous AssessmentNot Assessed
1811A Dry Comal Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedLower 25 miles of water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 TNRCC Standards team2.0 Fully Supporting
1811A Dry Comal Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedRemainder of water body intermittent w/
pools
TNRCC Standards teamNot Assessed
1902A Martinez Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom appx. 1.9 miles
downstream of IH 10 to Martinez
Creek Dam #2
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1902A Martinez Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom confluence with Cibolo
Creek to confluence with
Salatrillo Creek
perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
1902A Martinez Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom confluence with Escondido
Creek to appx. 1.9 miles
downstream of IH 10
perennial 4.0 Appendix D3.0 Not Assessed
1902A Martinez Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateFrom confluence with Salatrillo
Creek to confluence with
Escondido Creek
perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
1902A Martinez Creek
(unclassified water body)
IntermediateRemainder of the water body perennial Appendix DNot Assessed
1902B Salatrillo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedFrom the confluence with
Martinez Creek to FM 78 in
Converse
intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Data2.0 Not Assessed
1902B Salatrillo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedRemainder of water body intermittent w/
pools
Flow DataNot Assessed
1910A Walzem Creek
(unclassified water body)
--Remainder of water body intermittent w/
pools
RA info, flow dataNot Assessed
1910A Walzem Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighLower 0.25 miles perennial 5.0 RA info, flow data3.0 Fully Supporting
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1910B Rosillo Creek
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire water body intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Flow Sev, RA pers.comm.2.0 Not Assessed
1912A Upper Medio Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body perennial 5.0 RA flow survey/flow data3.0 Fully Supporting
2202A Donna Reservoir
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reservoir reservoir Presumption - reservoirNot Assessed
2302A Arroyo Los Olmos
(unclassified water body)
LimitedEntire stream intermittent w/
pools
3.0 Default Limited2.0 Not Assessed
2309A Dolan Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom Yellow Bluff (near origin of
Dolan Spring) to confl. with
Devils River
perennial 5.0 TNRCC/Regional input4.0 Not Assessed
2309A Dolan Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighRemainder of water body intermittent TNRCC/Regional inputNot Assessed
2310A Independence Creek
(unclassified water body)
ExceptionalFrom Surveyor Canyon to the
confluence with the Pecos River
perennial 6.0 Appendix D4.0 Fully Supporting
2310A Independence Creek
(unclassified water body)
ExceptionalUpper end of creek to Surveyor
Canyon
intermittent Appendix DNot Assessed
2421A Clear Lake Channel
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire reach tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2422B Double Bayou West Fork
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire stream tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Not Assessed
2423A Oyster Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Not Assessed
2424A Highland Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Bayou Lane to the
confluence with Jones Bay
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424A Highland Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom FM 2001 to FM 519 tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424A Highland Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom FM 519 to Fairwood Road tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424A Highland Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Fairwood Road to Bayou
Lane
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424A Highland Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom the headwaters to FM 2004 tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Partially Supporting
2424B Lake Madeline
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire lake tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424C Marchand Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Partially Supporting
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2424D Offatts Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighLower area bordered by Walsh
Street and Techmann Point
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424D Offatts Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighMiddle area bordered by 71st
Street and Walsh Street
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424D Offatts Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighUpper area bordered by SH 342
and 71st Street
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424E English Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424F Crash Basin (unclassified
water body)
HighLower half of basin near outlet to
West Bay
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2424F Crash Basin (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper half near the outlet to
Sydnors Bayou
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2425B Jarbo Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom Lawrence Road to
confluence with Clear Lake
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2425B Jarbo Bayou (unclassified
water body)
HighFrom headwaters to Lawrence
Road
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2425C Robinson Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom Abilene St. to confluence
with Clear Lake
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2425C Robinson Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighFrom headwater to Abilene St. tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2431A Moses Bayou
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire bayou tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2435A Nicks Cut (unclassified
water body)
HighEntire reach tidal Presumption - tidalNot Assessed
2439A Seawall Lagoon
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire estuary tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2451A Coloma Creek --Entire water body tidal --Not Assessed
2453A Garcitas Creek Tidal
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Not Assessed
2453B Lynns Bayou Basin
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire water body tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Not Assessed
2454A Cox Lake (unclassified
water body)
IntermediateEntire water body reservoir 4.0 Presumption - reservoir3.0 Not Assessed
2456A West Carancahua Creek
Tidal (unclassified water
body)
IntermediateEntire water body tidal 3.0 Presumption - tidal2.0 Not Assessed
2483A Conn Brown Harbor
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire harbor tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Not Assessed
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2485A Oso Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighLower 25 miles of water body tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2485A Oso Creek (unclassified
water body)
HighUpper 4.5 miles of water body tidal PresumptionNot Assessed
2492A San Fernando Creek
(unclassified water body)
High25 miles upstream of confluence
with Cayo del Grullo
tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
2492A San Fernando Creek
(unclassified water body)
HighRemainder of creek tidal Presumption - tidalNot Assessed
2494A Port Isabel Fishing Harbor
(unclassified water body)
HighEntire estuary tidal 4.0 Presumption - tidal3.0 Fully Supporting
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